FALL	
  
JOINING	
  

Troop 110

For Scouts Joining in Fall 2016
Form and Payment Due 10/25/2016
Will be collected at OLS Meeting

Traditions/Accessories:
Troop 110 has a tradition of Hand Branded Leather Belts & Leather Neckerchief Slides. They are
branded with the T-110 logo, and additional brands from various camps scouts attend through the
year. Scouts that have been in the troop for years acquire many brands that fill the belt. We provide
these items at cost to families who choose to purchase them.
In the Spring Crossover season, we provide the following accessory items as a complete set known as
our ‘Welcome Kit’ for $55. A prorated Troop Dues is included in that fee as well. These accessory
items are not included in the Fall Registration of $165 since few scouts need them at that time. Since
scouts entering in the Fall coinciding with Troop wide Yearly Registration, you can choose to purchase
the Welcome Kit for $35, or on a per-item basis, or not at all. Use this form to indicate your itemized
purchases.
The fees due by 10/25/16 would be $165 + any of the following items:
#ordering

Welcome Kit - Itemized Accessories:

$

Complete Fall Welcome Kit including the following items $45

______

______

T-110 Leather Belt $7

______

______

Neckerchief and T-110 Leather Slide $15

______

______

T-110 Patch $10

______

______

n/a

0.00

Plastic Name Tag that pins to his uniform $9

______

______

Epaulets $4

______

______

n/a

0.00

Patrol Patch - Provided by the Troop only for Fall Joining Scouts

T-110 Class B uniform - Orders will be taken in the Spring only.

We have a bin of cloths donated by scouts who outgrow them. Scouts can choose a
T-110 Class B T-shirt and other BSA related gear from that at no cost. We simply ask
that in the future, families bring in appropriate scout clothing that becomes too small
to help keep the bin stocked.

Total Accessories: __________
Total Registration Fee:

$165.00

Total Fee Due 10/25/2016: __________

Payment:

Cash______________

Check_____________ to BSA Troop 110

Scout Name____________________________ Phone: ________________

